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Our purpose is to advance the profession,
create connection and develop strategic
communication professionals.
We pledge to:
represent the global profession
foster a diverse community
focus on insights and results
honour our Code of Ethics
being open, contemporary and
professional.
IABC Asia Pacific supports IABC’s vision,
purpose and philosophy by providing
governance, support and development
opportunities for chapters, chapter leaders,
members-at-large to foster growth,
connection and deliver value to our
community.
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2021 / 22 Board

OFFICERS | EXECUTIVE & FINANCE COMMITTEE
Chair:

James Howe (Australia)

Immediate Past Chair:

Kristy Christie, SCMP MBA (Malaysia)

Vice Chair :

Katherine Loftus, SCMP (Australia)

Treasurer:

Monika Lancucki, GAICD ABC (Australia)

Secretary/Governance:

Lauren Nowak, SCMP (Australia)

DIRECTORS
Strategic Communications:

Samara Williams (Australia), Shane Hatton (Australia)

Professional Development:

Ross Monaghan (Australia), Melinda Coyne (Australia)

Chapter Development:

Mark Woodrow (Australia)

Membership Engagement:

Jyoti Khan (Singapore)

Membership Marketing:

Kazuko Kotaki (Japan)

Awards & Recognition:

Kane Choa (Philippines)

Certification:

Sunita Venugopal SCMP (India)
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CHAIR'S REPORT
James Howe

For a communicator, it's never a good thing to be stumped for words. But in
trying to describe what IABC Asia Pacific, our members and the communication
profession as whole faced in the past twelve months, it's definitely taken a bit
of thought.
Like everyone, we rode the emotional roller coaster as the pandemic continued
and evolved, different countries and cities fluctuating in and out of lockdowns
or outbreaks, continuing to present challenges for face-to-face or in-person
gatherings.
The true extent of the impact of this on our members mental health was
recently revealed in a global research report led by one of our members, Sia
Papageorgiou. Two-thirds of respondents said their mental health had
deteriorated since the beginning of the pandemic.
As communication leaders now, more than ever, the need to support each other
has never been clearer. When I started my term as Chair last July, IABC had just
launched their global strategy Stronger Together and as the APAC board we
adopted the same mantra for our strategy and approach.
It meant that we actively looked for opportunities to create shared experiences
across chapters and countries, whether in professional development, social
engagement, recognition or support for each chapter and member.
Our region is diverse, full of growth, optimism and opportunity. That was never
clearer than through the calibre of applicants for our Communicator of the Year
Awards and Gold Quill program.
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CHAIR'S REPORT
James Howe

I was privileged to serve beside a Board of experienced, passionate and
professional members and I want to thank them for their commitment.
Personally I learnt so much as a communicator and leader working with them.
Similarly, IABC is a volunteer organisation and I want to acknowledge the work
of all our chapter leaders across Asia Pacific who give tirelessly so that as a
profession we can all be better.
A special level of thanks is reserved for our Immediate Past Chair, Kristy Christie
SCMP, who is a friend to so many across the region and has done so much for
IABC in recent years, including the past six years on the IABC APAC Board.
As a region and a board we are in a strong position and have endured the
challenges of the past two years. I feel optimistic as to how the Region will be
placed to further support Chapters and members in the future, under the
strong leadership of Katherine Loftus SCMP who will assume the role of Chair
for the coming year. I can't wait to see what the future has in store.
Keep communicating,
James Howe
Chair, IABC Asia Pacific Region
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FINANCE REPORT
Monika Lancucki

Despite the challenges arising from COVID-19, IABC Asia-Pacific remains in a
solid financial position off the back of responsible spending.
In our financial report to 31 December 2021 we reported a net loss of $6,009,
With revenues of $33,847.73 comprising largely of member dues $11,527.21 and
event

revenue

$17,232.12.

The

main

outgoings

being

professional

development/ event expenditure of $17,351, speakers’ fees of $5,695.95 and
scholarships $9,586.70.
Our bank holdings at year end, 31 December 2021, were $121,854.95.
We have operated at a slight loss for the first five months of calendar year 2022
investing in our members through scholarships, awards and events as the world
continues to grapple with COVID-19 recovery and escalating costs due to the
war in Ukraine.
We do have some further outstanding revenue expected from our Converge
event in 2021.
Bank holdings as at 30 April 2022 were A$130,701.19.
Financial activity will continue to remain conservative as we manage in a COVID19 recovery environment.
A financial report is tabled and provided for each monthly IABC APAC board
meeting and all financial results are reported to global office for audit and
compliance.
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ANNUAL FINANCIAL STATEMENT
Monika Lancucki

OVERVIEW

as of 31 Dec 2021

Net Income

$ (6,009.15)

Bank Balance (Savings)

$ 6,610.88

Bank Balance (Checking)

$ 115,244.07

Total Balance

$ 121,854.95

INCOME

$33,847.73

Membership Dues

$ 11,527.21

Region Events

$ 17,232.12

Sponsorship/Donations

$ 5,000.00

Interest & Dividends

$ 14.11

Others

$ 74.29

EXPENSES

$39,856.88

Speakers fees

$ 5,695.95

Awards

$ 1,787.95

Professional Development

$ 17,351.58

Bank Charges

$ 418.43

Advertising

$ 715.96

Office expenses

$ 1,598.18

Website and Web Hosting

$ 1,354.10

Grants & Scholarship

$ 9,586.70

Other

$ 2,702.13
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MEMBERSHIP MARKETING
Kazuko Kotaki

2021-22 was the year for Membership Marketing to engage with local chapter
leaders and headquarters to align for retaining and boosting the IABC
membership in the region liaison.
Collective continuous efforts helped sustain the membership to a great degree
despite the adversity of the pandemic and technical glitches due to the
membership system handover.
In practice, membership marketing focus included five key areas:
Run member month and small groups campaigns by adapting global content
and cooperating with Communications to maximize reach and impact in the
region.
Individually reach out to chapter leaders and support them to attract, retain,
and engage with their members as needed.
Mobilize the board resources and recruit personnel to seamlessly bolster
the Membership Marketing activities amid professional shifts of board
members.
Restart in-person events at feasible chapters by closely working with chapter
development and MAL portfolio owners for membership activation.
Secure accuracy and improve efficiency in reporting member data.
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MEMBERS AT LARGE
Jyoti Khan

A member-at-large (MAL) is an IABC member who is not aligned to a specific
chapter. They either live more than 80 kilometres from an active chapter or has
regional or global mandate in their role and have hence chosen to be aligned to
the region as such.
We started the year with 34 regional members and this group has grown by 3x
and we are closing the year with over 100 regional members. Today, we have
members-at-large in Australia, China, Hong Kong, India, New Zealand, Pakistan,
Philippines, Singapore and even the UK and USA. With this strength, APAC MAL’s
are the fourth largest chapter in IABC APAC after Victoria, New South Wales and
Canberra.
A key focus for MAL engagement this year was personal outreach to
understand their individual expectations from the membership and to help
them make the most of the various IABC resources.
At a regional level, MALs joined us at regional initiatives through the year and
leveraged various new IABC initiatives like the Shared Interest Groups.
Now that MALs are a sizable group, we can work towards some new initiatives
to connect these members to one another.
A huge thank you to all our members-at-large, some of you have been members
for 25 years and some are as new as a few months. You are the ‘heart and soul’
of the IABC and we truly appreciate the contribution you all make.
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CHAPTER DEVELOPMENT
Mark Woodrow

For the majority of the term, online engagement became the main means of
contact, with the Professional Development Directors running some highly
informative speaker events last year.
Until the end of 2021, IABC APAC continued to host weekly online drop-in
sessions for members and prospects interested in IABC. The easing of pandemic
restrictions enabled Chapters in 2022 to start hosting in-person and hybrid
events, with some success.
Other initiatives during this term included:
Regular bi-monthly leadership meetings enabling chapter leaders across the
region to raise questions, seek to understand best practices, and share
insights. Leaders from the Philippines, Aoteaora, Canberra, NSW, Victoria
and Japan were highly active in these sessions and exchanged some good
ideas.
Many Chapter leaders and experienced members participated in blueribbon judging panels for the Gold Quills globally.
We worked more closely with Chapters to promote corporate membership,
which involved meetings with the IABC IEB Chair and the Membership
Portfolio team. This became a cornerstone of member month in March
2022, and has attracted some new corporate members and renewals in
APAC
Congratulations to NSW for winning the Medium Chapter of the Year, at the
IABC Chapter Management Awards and to Kieran McCann, NSW, for winning
Chapter Leader of the Year. Victoria was awarded CMA Award for Excellence
for Events, and NSW won CMA awards for Innovation and Member
Marketing
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AWARDS & RECOGNITION
Kane Choa

2022 Gold Quills Awards
IABC Asia Pacific conducted the “Winning the Quill Game” webinar series to
promote the 2022 Gold Quill Awards and showcase some of the best works in
the region.
Twelve-time Gold Quill winner and 2021 Communicator of the Year Sia
Papageorgiou from Australia kicked off the series on 17 November 2021, which
also served as the launch of the 2022 Communicator of the Year Awards.
Gold Quill winners Ayllie White from Australia and Dave Devilles from the
Philippines shared their winning works, while Gold Quill Awards past chair Ritzi
Villarico-Ronquillo gave valuable insights on how to prepare a winning entry.
Attendance at both webinars increased by nearly 500%, from 19 in 2020 to 94 in
2021, with the majority of the attendees coming from the Philippines (94%). The
remaining attendees were from Australia and Japan.
The webinar series were promoted via IABC Asia Pacific eDM and social media
accounts, Telum Media newsletter, and Isentia Asia newsletter.
Asia Pacific hauled in a total 23 Gold Quill Awards in 2022, accounting 18% of
the 125 global winners and 26% of the total APAC entries. The winning entries
for the region came from Australia, the Philippines, and India.
The total number of Gold Quill entries reached 88, which was slightly lower than
the 99 entries from the previous year. These entries originated from the same
five countries namely Australia, India, New Zealand, the Philippines, and
Singapore. Australia and New Zealand saw a significant decrease in entries,
whereas the Philippines and India saw a slight uptick.
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AWARDS & RECOGNITION
Kane Choa

2022 Gold Quills Awards
IABC Asia Pacific conducted the “Winning the Quill Game” webinar series to
promote the 2022 Gold Quill Awards and showcase some of the best works in
the region.
Attendance at the webinars increased by nearly 500%, from 19 in 2020 to 94 in
2021, with the majority of the attendees coming from the Philippines (94%). The
remaining attendees were from Australia and Japan.
Asia Pacific won a total 23 Gold Quill Awards in 2022, accounting 18% of the 125
global winners and 26% of the total APAC entries. The winning entries for the
region came from Australia, the Philippines, and India.
The total number of Gold Quill entries reached 88, which was slightly lower than
the 99 entries from the previous year. These entries originated from the same
five countries namely Australia, India, New Zealand, the Philippines, and
Singapore. Australia and New Zealand saw a significant decrease in entries,
whereas the Philippines and India saw a slight uptick.
Gold Quill Awards Student Grant
IABC Asia Pacific launched its Gold Quill Awards Student Grant in November
2021. This program is designed to encourage IABC APAC Region Chapters to
connect with local universities to help students develop, prepare, and submit
entries for the 2022 Gold Quill Awards.
There were 12 grants available. The grant would have subsidised the entry fees
for the 2022 Gold Quill Awards, which were 40USD for entries from IABC
student members and 75USD for entries from non-student members.
While there was no student entry that availed of the grant, Asia Pacific had one
winning student entry from the Philippines in the 2022 Gold Quill Awards.
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AWARDS & RECOGNITION
Kane Choa

2021 Silver Quill Awards
IABC Asia Pacific Silver Quill Awards honour the outstanding works of
communication professionals from across the region.
A total of 32 entries by business communication professionals in Australia,
India, New Zealand, and the Philippines were recognized with Awards of
Excellence and Merit for demonstrating strategic acumen, innovative thinking,
and creative skills that deliver important results and significant outcomes.
2022 Communicator of the Year Awards
The Communicator of the Year Awards honour outstanding communication
professionals who have demonstrated leadership in their pursuit of excellence
in strategic communication.
Winner in the Executive Leader category, Charlie Agatep, is considered a PR
icon in his native Philippines since commencing his career in the 1950s. Charlie
is Chairman and CEO of Grupo Agatep and leads a dynamic team of public
relations and advertising professionals in the development of award-winning
campaigns.
Winner in the Senior Communication professional category, Aniisu Verghese
PhD is an award-winning internal communications leader, author, speaker,
trainer, and blogger with more than 22 years of experience.
This year saw a tremendous increase in nominations. We received a total of 18
nominations in both categories, compared to 10 in 2021. Submissions came
from Asian countries, namely the Philippines, India, Singapore, Hong Kong, and
Cambodia.
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PD

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT REPORT
Ross Monaghan & Melinda Coyne

The Professional Development (PD) portfolio has continued to deliver on the
solid work from previous years by continuing to advocate for the sector and
help build strategic communicators.
Our focus for the past 12 months has been to introduce themes that research
indicated communicators should be across.
In doing so we partnered with a range of global organisations to deliver online
events that showcased the latest research trends.
We delivered online presentations from communication leaders on the front
line, tackling business issues in the middle of Covid lockdowns.
In recognition of Zoom-fatigue, and in line with IABC’s “Stronger Together”
philosophy, the portfolio directors introduced a “backstage pass” event add-on
which allowed IABC members to meet and discuss issues immediately following
Zoom webinars in a casual setting.
With the backdrop of continuing lockdowns in the region, and a range of other
challenges posed by the pandemic, the Portfolio Directors experimented with a
range of online communication tactics, with a focus on smaller and more
personal experiences.
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STRATEGIC COMMUNICATIONS REPORT
Samara Williams & Shane Hatton

The 2021/22 Communication team continued the theme of consolidation – a key
focus area from the previous term. This was especially relevant as chapters and
the wider Asia Pacific Region begin to emerge from the local, regional, and
global restrictions of COVID-19.
As a Communications team, we continued to build on the brilliant foundations
laid by those who come before. Our goal was to ensure that communications
from the IABC Asia Pacific Region were considered and well-timed – giving
members the right information at the right time. Central to this was ensuring
that the website continued to be the central source of truth.
Some of our highlights from 2021/22 include:
Continued growth in the email database. Email continues to be an
important communication channel for the region. We continued to see
significant growth in our email database, with an average number of
recipients for monthly newsletters at 1,921 vs. 1,434 in 2021. This was
despite a reduction in the number of monthly eDMs sent during the term.
Revision of the communication content calendar. Re-organising the wide
number of activities and initiatives happening across Asia Pacific chapters,
and through HQ, the communications team introduced a 2021/22 content
calendar. Shared fortnightly with the Board, this calendar has resulted in
greater engagement and reach on social media posts.
Moving towards greater visibility across the region. As we work towards
the website becoming a central source of truth for the region, we have been
developing systems to help promote events across the region and bring
greater visibility to the reach and impact of the IABC APAC.
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Chair
Katherine Loftus SCMP (Australia)
Vice Chair
Jyoti Khan SCMP (Singapore)
Treasurer
Monika Lancuki GAICD, ABC (Australia)
Secretary & Governance Director
Samara Williams (Australia)
Awards & Recognition Director
Kane Choa (Philippines)
Brand & Communication Director(s)
Andrea Palatis & Tom McPherson
Certification Director
Moushmi Balachandran SCMP
Chapter Development & Liaison Director
Shane Hatton
Conference & Regional LI Director
Melinda Coyne
Independent Members Marketing Director(s)
Kazuko Kotaki & Piyali Dasgupta SCMP
Independent Members Engagement Director
Gabriel Tan
The current Chair (James Howe, Australia) will automatically succeed to
Immediate Past Chair.
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iabcasiapacific@gmail.com
www.IABCapac.com

Thank you to our members for your continued
support. It is through your shared experiences
and stories that truly make us 'Stronger Together'.

